**Marketplace of Ideas**

**American Action Forum**
- Week in Regulation, Sam Batkins
- Proposed Agricultural Worker Safety Standards for Pesticides, Dan Goldbeck
- Final EPA Tier 3 Fuel Standards, Dan Goldbeck
- A Regulatory Look at President Obama's FY 2015 Budget, Dan Goldbeck
- New Nutrition Label Guidelines, Dan Goldbeck

**American Enterprise Institute**
- Simple banking rules for a complex world, Alex J. Pollock

**Center for American Progress**
- A Comprehensive Guide To The EPA’s New Pollution-Reducing Gasoline Rules, Emily Atkin

**Center for Effective Government**
- New Auto and Truck Pollution Standards Will Save Lives and Prevent Illness, Ronald White

**Center for Regulatory Solutions**
- Fact of the Day: EPA Uses a Secretive Process to Set Ozone Standards

**Competitive Enterprise Institute**
- CEI Podcast for February 27, 2014: Can the EPA Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions?, Ryan Young
- Rein in the Executive Branch Bureaucracy, Part 9: Congress Must Affirm Final Agency Rules before They Are Law, Wayne Crews
- CEI’s Battered Business Bureau: The Week in Regulation, Ryan Young

**Federal Regulations Advisor**

**George Washington University Regulatory Studies Center**
- New Fuel Economy Standards Leave Poor Americans in the Dust, Sofie E. Miller

**Government Accountability Office**
- CLIMATE CHANGE: Energy Infrastructure Risks and Adaptation Efforts, Franklin Fusco

**Feature Story**

**DOE proposes efficiency standards for commercial washers**

DOE published a proposed rule setting new energy efficiency standards for commercial clothes washers. DOE expects that heightened energy efficiency will yield up to $938 million in operating cost savings, and $18 million in benefits from reduced CO2.

**Rulemaking**

**DOT seeks comments on regulatory review of existing rules**

DOT is seeking comments on its plan to retrospectively review its existing rules "to evaluate their continued validity and determine whether they are crafted effectively to solve current problems," pursuant to Executive Order 13563.

**FDA proposes revisions to nutrition fact labels**

FDA published a proposed rule that would amend existing nutrition fact labels. FDA proposes to remove "calories from fat" from nutrition labels, require products to list "added sugars," and list servings per container more prominently.

**FDA sets serving sizes for single-serving foods, breath mints**

FDA published a proposed rule that would amend the definition of a “single-serving container,” require dual-column nutrition labeling for certain containers, amend serving sizes for breath mints, and make other amendments to existing serving size regulations.

**DOE: Computer systems subject to energy efficiency rules**

DOE published a proposed rule that would define computer systems as "covered products" under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, subjecting them to DOE rulemaking establishing energy efficiency standards.

**OCC final rule aligns regulations with Basel III requirements**

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency published a final rule amending its current regulations governing national banks and Federal savings associations "to make those regulations consistent with the recently adopted Basel III Capital Framework."

**NCUA proposes new capital requirements for credit unions**

NCUA published a proposed rule replacing the agency's current risk-based net worth requirements with new risk-based capital requirements for certain credit unions. The amendments would also eliminate some provisions relating to regular reserve accounts, risk-mitigation credits, and alternative risk-weights.

**In Opinion**

- Cass Sunstein: Yes, Regulation Can Kill Jobs
- Mark Perry: EPA rule hobbles economy, hurts consumer choice
- Todd Zywicki: Three ways of serving the underbanked (without the post office)
- Richard Williams: Money Hungry: More FDA funding doesn't equal better food safety
- Ellig & Fike: Regulation should be smarter, not necessarily faster

**In the News**

**Congress & Regulatory Reform**

Dust regulations trigger backlash: US agency’s reassessment of silica exposure rules provokes conflict-of-interest row with senators, Nature

House votes to overhaul federal reg process, The Hill

House GOP whip aims at Obama regs, The Hill

2015 Budget: Trimming EPA Funding, Wall Street Journal


Obama’s budget wish list: Money and manpower for regulations, The Hill
Internal Revenue Service

Stephen Colbert weighs in on proposed IRS regulation, Washington Post
An amazing number of people care about a single IRS rule change, Washington Post
IRS plan to curb politically active nonprofits draws thousands of comments, Washington Post
Stephen Colbert not joking about IRS rules, Politico

Financial Markets & Housing

The incredible stock-picking ability of SEC employees, Washington Post
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau isn't out of the woods yet, Washington Post
Surviving spouses sue HUD over reverse mortgage rules that leave them in the cold, Washington Post
CFPB pushes consumer access to credit scores, The Hill
CFPB sues for-profit school system for predatory lending, The Hill
Obama Said to Trim Budget Request for Struggling Swaps Regulator, Bloomberg
Fed Lifts Veil Slowly on Bank Oversight in Era of Transparency, Bloomberg
SEC's Gallagher accuses Fed of power grab over foreign brokers, Reuters
Crowdfunding Rule Comments Under SEC Review, Wall Street Journal
Yellen: Fed Doesn't Have Authority to Regulate Bitcoin, Wall Street Journal

Energy & Environment

EPA starts process that could restrict Pebble Mine, Washington Post
Violations issued against Duke for coal ash spill, Washington Post
Wyoming top in CO2 per person amid new regulations, Washington Post
EPA Said Poised to Cut Sulfur Limits on Fuel to Curb Smog, Bloomberg
Social Cost of Carbon Figure Too Low to Reflect Harms: Enviros, Bloomberg
Refiners Rebuff EPA Concessions in Rule to Cut Sulfur, Bloomberg
EPA announces new sulfur emission limits, The Hill
EPA says 'coal is in energy mix', The Hill
DOE rolls out new standards for commercial refrigerators, The Hill

Health & Safety

Poultry workers, industry take fight to Capitol Hill over proposal to speed processing lines, Washington Post
DOJ poised to issue background check regs, The Hill
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